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DISCLAIMER

The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed 
as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. 
The information set forth has been obtained from sources which we 
believe to be reliable, however, these sources cannot be guaranteed 
as to their accuracy or completeness. The information and content 
expressed herein are subject to change without notice and Gil 
Morales & Company, LLC, Virtue of Selfish Investing, LLC and MoKa 
Investors, LLC and/or their employees may from time to time have 
long or short positions or may acquire direct or indirect beneficial 
interest in securities mentioned. Investing in stocks carries a high 
degree of risk and can result in significant losses. Investors should 
always operate with a concrete risk-management plan in place, 
including the use of strict stop-loss points in order to control to the 
greatest degree possible the inherent risk of investing in stocks. In 
other words, use the material in this presentation at your own 
discretion and at your own risk.
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The market period over the past 2-3 years has been 
characterized by a highly rotational nature. Indexes 
and leading stocks move up and down within wide 

ranges, producing playable sub-trends within an overall 
non-trending environment.















Strong, coherent, and smooth 
trends in individual stocks are far 

and few between.





The problem for traders and investors to solve is how to
gain an edge in an environment where the action tends
to be choppy, and sub-trends dominate as individual
stocks will tend towards short- to intermediate-term
price moves before breaking down into corrective
pullbacks and base-building phases.



• Our work in recent years has focused on upgrading and 
expanding our original methods such as pocket pivots and 
buyable gap-ups in order to address and better exploit a 
rotational, more volatile, and mostly trendless market. In 
some cases this has involved “pairing” these methods with 
those discussed and practiced by traders and investors like 
Richard D. Wyckoff and Jesse Livermore over a century 
ago, but which are not part of the O’Neil “CAN SLIM” 
orthodoxy and vernacular.  This is the essential foundation 
of what we refer to as the broader “OWL” methodology 
(O’Neil-Wyckoff-Livermore).



THE “OWL” METHODOLOGY

 William J. O’Neil – the basic “CANSLIM” system, cataloguing of 

various chart patterns, codification of primary characteristics 
of leading stocks.

 Richard J. Wyckoff - editor and founder of the Magazine of 

Wall Street, “Wyckoffian Retest,” the “spring” formation (what 
we refer to as an “Undercut & Rally” or “U&R” set-up), tests 
for supply, general market philosophy.

 Jesse Livermore – “pivotal” (as opposed to “pivot”) buy points, 

reversal patterns, the “Century Mark Rule,” “shakeout-plus-
three” technique, general market philosophy.



“VOODOO DAYS”

 The term “voodoo day” originated with the concept of a “volume dry-up.” 
This was shortened to the acronym “VDU,” which, when combined with a 
modicum of creativity results in the investment slang term, “voodoo.” 

 A voodoo day is generally defined by volume that is -35% or less below 
average. The lower the volume the better, such that -50% or more would 
be considered “extreme” voodoo action.

 Volume dry-ups should also be considered within the context of market-
cap. Larger big-cap names can show volume declines of -20% to -25% or 
more that would qualify as “voodoo” within the context of the stock’s 
prior price/volume activity.



“VOODOO DAYS” = TESTS FOR SUPPLY

A low-volume pullback where volume dries up sharply as the 
pullback comes into a logical area of potential support is a 
constructive test for supply. In this case the selling pressure 
dissipates, creating a buyable pullback.

Voodoo action, or extremely light volume as a stock is 
moving tightly sideways along a logical area of support, such 
as a key moving average. Is another type of test for supply. 
The stock price doesn’t budge as sellers steadily evaporate.



Wyckoff’s Spring =
Shakeout-Plus-Three =
Undercut & Rally

But the U&R concept 
simplifies all of this into an 
easily identifiable and 
actionable set-up where risk 
can be kept to a minimum. 



• In our view, regardless of whether the markets remain in 
such a wide-ranging, trendless environment or whether we 
see a return to the more uniform, strongly-trending 
markets of the post-World War II and pre-QE era, these 
expanded and updated methods can only serve to extend 
the edge that traders and investors naturally strive for in 
any market environment.



I. POCKET PIVOTS



POCKET PIVOT RULES

• 1. As with base breakouts, proper pocket pivots should emerge within or out of constructive basing 
patterns.
2. The stock's fundamentals should be strong, i.e., excellent earnings, sales, pretax margins, ROE, 
strong leader in its space, etc.
3. The day's volume should be larger than the highest down volume day over the prior 10 days.
4. If the pocket pivot occurs in an uptrend after the stock has broken out, it should act constructively 
around its 10-dma. It can undercut its 10-dma as long as it shows resilience by showing volume that 
is greater than the highest down volume day over the prior 10 days.
5. Pocket pivots sometimes coincide with base breakouts or with gap ups. This can be thought of as 
added upside power should this occur.
6. Do not buy pocket pivots if the overall chart formation is in a multi-month downtrend (5 months 
or longer).It is best to wait for the rounding part of the base to form before buying.
7. Do not buy pocket pivots if the stock is under a critical moving average such as the 50-dma or 200-
dma. If it is well under its 50-dma, and getting support near the 200-dma, it can be bought provided 
the base is constructive.
8. Do not buy pocket pivots if the stock formed a 'V' where it sells off hard down through the 10-
dma or 50-dma then shoots straight back up in a 'V' formation. Such formations are failure prone.
9. Avoid buying pocket pivots that occur after wedging patterns.
10. Some pocket pivots may occur after the stock is extended from the base. If the pivot occurs right 
near its 10-dma, it can be bought, otherwise it is extended and should be avoided. Give the 10-dma 
the chance to catch up to the stock, where the stock would consolidate for a few days, before buying 
such a pocket pivot.



ROUNDABOUT & BOTTOM-FISHING
POCKET PIVOTS (RAPP & BFPP)



























FIVE-DAY POCKET PIVOTS



CHARACTERISTICS OF 5-DAY POCKETS

Rule #3 of the Ten Rules for Pocket Pivots is changed to: “The day's 
volume should be larger than the highest down volume day over the 
prior 5 trading days.”

Look for clusters of five-day pocket pivots in lieu of a single ten-day 
pocket pivot.

Look for these to occur in areas of constructive technical action, 
particularly as a stock is rounding out the right side of a potential new 
base.

Look to pair five-day pocket pivots with associated set-ups and 
indicators such as undercut & rally moves, Wyckoffian Retests, “Bingo” 
bar trios, and moves down to major support, etc.















II. BUYABLE GAP-UPS



BOTTOM-FISHING 
BUYABLE GAP-UPS



CHARACTERISTICS OF BGBGU’S

Occur near the lows of a potential, new base formation as a stock is 
attempting to “round out” a bottom. 

Are associated with proportionately “monstrous” volume increases.

Can often occur in stocks that have very high short interest as a 
percentage of total float. This can lead to very sharp rallies as shorts 
get squeezed off the bottom.

If they lead to a move above a major moving average then that moving 
average can serve as a tighter selling guide compared to the intraday 
low of the gap-up day.























III. SWING-TRADING













IV. MARKET-TIMING



MARKET DIRECTION MODEL (MDM)





CENTRAL BANK BALANCE SHEET (US$)



Mar 2016 – Mar 2017 (as of this writing 3-3-17)

Using the following instruments:

 1x NASDAQ Composite +8.8%

 3x TECL +29.5%

 3x TNA +30.2%

I was able to reinstate some of MDM’s former rules since 
the level of manipulation diminished in 2016, and continues 
to drop with QE on the wane. 

MDM’S IMPROVING PERFORMANCE



VIX VOLATILITY MODEL (VVM)





Market Manipulation Spikes

Lawrence G. McMillan wrote the following in a Sept. 15, 2016 
MarketWatch article:

"The VIX spiked higher last Friday [Sept 9] and continued to spike even 
higher on Sunday night, when stock prices were down in Europe 
overnight. Based on that Sunday high for the VIX, a “spike peak” buy 
signal occurred at Monday’s close. This is a first time occurrence, for the 
VIX has only been pricing at night for a few months. Prior to that, for all 
the years that the VIX has existed, it was priced only during NYSE trading 
hours. Hence, it is unclear whether this is a valid signal or not. So far it has 
not worked out very well.“

Fortunately, the VIX Volatility Model (VVM) does not depend on when the 
VIX prices. But it goes to show that markets do change such as the 
introduction of QE in late 2008. The key is to see how such changes can be 
of benefit to a trading strategy while accounting for any changes in risk.



Evolutions

 The model has gone through a series of evolutions or 
"growing pains" similar to software that updates, making 
improvements and removing old bugs. 

 Challenging markets are a gift as they uncover any 
weaknesses.

 Profits increased while reducing risk.



 Prior to the 11-8-16 buy signal, results shown do not reflect 
debugging which improved the algorithm's profit/loss. 

 Drawdowns would thus be contained to -27.9% (worst 
drawdown in entire 7 year back-test) in 2016 and net 
profits for 2016 would still be +61.8%.

 Risk/reward was improved throughout the entire run 
starting Feb 2, 2009, the first day VXX started trading. 

Results Table



 No signal override

 Profit-taking strategies on buy signals (implemented 
2016)

 Fail-safes (implemented late 2015)

 VIX volatility spike buy signals (implemented 2016)

 Rebuy rule after going to cash on a sell signal-Avoids 
being left behind should market continue to trend higher 
(implemented late 2016)

Improvements



CAUTION: Expect sharp moves in your position at times. This can be enough to 

cause an investor to prematurely sell their position. Smaller positions may be 
warranted depending on your risk tolerance level (pain point). 

CAUTION: Expect a string of false (losing) signals at times. This can be enough to 

discourage an investor from taking the next change in signal. 

IMPORTANT: Keep in mind the current signal's profits of +11.16% using ETF XIV 

could easily be reversed. The market could have a couple of sharp down days in a row 
where volatile ETFs such as XIV could easily reverse their gains. A fail-safe would kick 
in to minimize any loss so at worst, the trade would be closed roughly near 
breakeven.

Q: Why cant VVM just switch to cash ahead of such an event?

A: Both real-time and backtests have shown the model maximizes its profits by NOT 
trying to pick tops or bottoms. VVM can at times switch to cash before such a drop as 
it has done at times, but that form of insurance comes at a cost. VVM walks the 
tightrope well as it often avoids getting pushed prematurely into cash while 
protecting the downside by switching out of its signal if necessary.

Caveats



On track for a triple digit year?

As of 3-3-17, VVM is up +39.3% in real-time.

Dr. Kacher's backtested (and partial real-time) performance using the VIX Volatility Model:

2009   +178.7%
2010   +518.1%
2011   +274.5%
2012   +289.4%
2013   +103.1%
2014   +161.9%
2015   +589.7%
2016   +61.8% (Time-stamped, real-time trading started uninterrupted on 11-8-16)
2017   +39.3% (as of 3-3-17)



V. SHORT-SELLING





THE “620” FIVE-MINUTE INTRADAY CHART

6-period (6 x 5 minutes =30 minute) exponential moving average 
(orange)

20-period (20 x 5 minutes = 100 minute) exponential moving average.

MACD lines and MACD histogram set to (6, 20, C, 9) where 6 = Fast 
Length, 20 = Slow Length, C = Close, and 9 = Signal Smoothing. You can 
also test your own settings – extra points for originality!

Buy signals occur when the 6-period e.m.a crosses above the 20-period 
e.m.a and the MACD Fast Length (6) crossed above the MACD Slow

Also watch for a “MACD Stretch” or “MACD Stretch & Cross” within the 
context of what is simultaneously occurring on the real-time daily chart 
as potential indications of an impending inflection point.











































And they all lived happily ever after. 

The End


